
#6301-G   LUCKY SLIPPED RIB MULTI DIRECTIONAL TRIANGLE SHAWL

YARN:

Trendsetter Lucky #7-1/cake

MATERIALS:

Knitting Needles U.S. #11

SIZE:

56” wide x 25” long to point

GAUGE:

With #11 needle and Lucky in

Slipped Rib St.; 11sts = 4”.

STITCHES USED:

Slipped Rib St.:

Row 1: (RS) *K7, Wyib Slip 1*. Rep *to*,

 End K7.

Row 2: (WS) *K7, P1*. Rep *to*, end K7.



Trendsetter Yarn Group is the exclusive U.S. distributor for Cardiff Cashmere, GGH, Lana Grossa, and Trendsetter Yarns.

Copyright © Trendsetter Yarn Group 2021, all rights reserved.

#6301-G   LUCKY SLIPPED RIB MULTI DIRECTIONAL TRIANGLE SHAWL

Designed By: Barry Klein

PATTERN INSTRUCTIONS:

Notes:

First half of shawl is knit from top down with decreases along one edge. Please learn to read the knitting as the Slip St. 

will sit up on top so  you can see the pattern clearly after a few rows. Decreases happen every RS row so staying in 

pattern on the RS should not be a problem. Also note that the yarn is different on inside of ball than outside. Outside 

has “streaks” that start and stop until about ¾ of the way to the center. At this point the yarn is only shaded with no ad-

ditional streaks. The yarn is designed this way. You can work from inside or outside of the skein as the entire skein will be 

used.

Side 1/Vertical Side:

With #11 needle and Lucky, Cast on 87sts. Work Row 2 of pattern to establish pattern. Continue in Slipped Rib St. with 

Row 1, decreasing every RS row as follows:

 RS Row: Work in Slipped Rib pattern until 3sts remain. K2-tog, K1.

 WS Row: Work stitches as they appear to stay in pattern.

Continue in this manner until all stitches are gone. Fasten off yarn.

Side 2/Horizontal Side:

With #11 needle and Lucky, Pick up 87sts along the long straight side edge from cast on down to point. Work Row 2 of 

pattern to establish pattern. Continue in Slipped Rib St. with Row 1, decreasing every RS row as follows:

 RS Row: Work in Slipped Rib pattern until 3sts remain. K2-tog, K1.

 WS Row: Work stitches as they appear to stay in pattern.

Continue in this manner until all stitches are gone. Fasten off yarn.

Finishing:

Bury tails. 

Rev: 10/1 - Stitch multiple, Cast on and pick up numbers.


